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NEW Dental Visual Communicator
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Additional lower magnification for improved comprehensive viewing

NEW EASY view+
Dental Visual Communicator

Renfert EASY view+, the Dental Visual Communica-
tor for digital object viewing. Digital visual capture 
allows you to better visualize, edit and share your 
daily work. In addition to classic live viewing with 
three zoom levels, you can spontaneously generate 
images at the touch of a button. Create videos via 
the direct interface to your laptop and share e.g. 
patient cases simultaneously with others. Simply 
use your familiar programs to edit the image files.

Advantages
	■ Three magnification levels (4x, 15x and 20x), for compre-
hensive detailed/microscopic viewing.

	■ Connection to your laptop* via an online meeting tool 
makes case discussion with the dentist easy and efficient.

	■ Free choice of monitor** allows for an individual adaptation 
to your needs.

Optional accessories: Renfert CONNECT *** (Renfert CON-
NECT stick and Renfert CONNECT app for integration into the 
network and wireless data synchronization between EASY 
view+ data storage and app).

* System requirements: Microsoft Windows® 10 and higher; Intel® Core™ i3 and higher | 
Apple® macOS® 10.15 and higher; Intel® Core™ i5 and higher.
** 3D function is only possible via Renfert monitor; 2D monitor with resolution  
   1920x1080 (Full HD)
*** For now only available in USA and EU. For further info please contact your dealer.

Details
	■ Image storage in the common JPEG image format.
	■ The 3D function combined with the low latency time en-
ables precise, safe and natural hand-eye coordination  
(3D viewing possible at 15x and 20x magnification).

Technical data
Permissible mains voltage 120-230 V | 100-240 V
Permissible mains frequency 50/60 Hz
Power consumption 12 W 
Power consumption (monitor) 25 W 
Video and screen resolution Full HD (1950 x 1080)
Video and screen resolution (monitor) Full HD (1950 x 1080)
Focus distance (from camera lens to object) 430 mm 
Magnification 4 fold| 15 fold| 20 fold
Intensity of lighting 40000 lx 
USB memory stick capacity 4 GB 
Number of storable images, approx. 600 
Max. video sequence length ~15 min 
Weight (head) 1.54 lbs
Weight (incl. support arm) 4.63 lbs
Weight (monitor incl. power supply) 8 lbs

Ordering information
EASY view+ 100–240 V No. 24004000
EASY view+ 3D 100–240 V No. 24003000
EASY view 3D monitor No. 900037808
Accessories www.renfert.com
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